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An Autumn Reminder
All creatures of our God and king,
Lift up your voice and let us sing: Alleluia! Alleluia!
O burning sun with golden beam
And silver moon with softer gleam:
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!
O rushing wind and breezes soft,
O clouds that ride the winds aloft: Alleluia! Alleluia!
O rising morn in praise rejoice,
O lights of evening, find a voice.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!
O flowing waters, pure and clear,
Make music for your Lord to hear: Alleluia! Alleluia!
O fire, so masterful and bright,
Providing us with warmth and light,
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!
Dear Mother Earth, who day by day
Unfolds rich blessings on our way: Alleluia! Alleluia!
The fruits and flowers that verdant grow,
Let them God’s glory also show.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!
O everyone of tender heart,
Forgiving others, take your part, Alleluia! Alleluia!
All you who pain and sorrow bear,
Praise God and cast on God your care.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!

TEXT:

Laudato si, mi Signor
St. Francis of Assisi
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Reflections

Barney Kelly CSSp

The bungee
jump of faith
Christians the world over
proclaim their belief in God in
the same words every Sunday.
Their creed reaches a crescendo
at the sentence: “For us and for our salvation he came down
from heaven: by the power of the Holy Spirit he was born of
the Virgin Mary, and became man.” The faith of each one is
personal even if all use the same words to express it.
For me the creed came alive in a new way when I read an
article by Yves Congar OP on the phrase “For us and for our
salvation.” It seemed to answer so many questions.

For us and
our salvation

Why did Jesus have to undergo the anxieties of adolescence,
the misunderstandings associated with striking out on his own?
For us and for our salvation.
Why did he have to weep in frustration over Jerusalem, weep
in heartbreak by the grave of his friend, Lazarus?
For us and for our salvation.
Why did he have to experience betrayal, denial, crucifixion?
For us and for our salvation.
Why did he entrust the future of his mission to people who
were weak and fearful?
For us and for our salvation.
Why? Why? Why?
For us and for our salvation.
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Faith is a many splendoured thing. In my first
forays into theology, it was described in terms
of an intellectual assent to Christian truth that
we are able to achieve with the aid of grace.
Faith is God’s gift to us.
Later faith acquired a fresh focus. It was
described in terms of personal commitment.
The atmosphere was more existential and the
emphasis was on the responsibility that comes
with being a Christian.
As more attention was paid to religious
pluralism, Christian faith underwent another
shift in self-expression. Relativism threatened
and the emphasis seemed to shift from the faith
of the believer to the faithfulness of God. We
may be unfaithful but God remains faithful.
God has chosen us in his son, Jesus, whom
he raised from the dead, the firstborn of many
brothers and sisters. Because he is alive we
believe we have a future. This is preposterous.
With the slim but sturdy line of faith as
our only security, we take the leap of the
bungee jumper.

Spiritans Worldwide in 2016

North
America

Europe

850

100

Asia

20
Caribbean

65

Africa

Indian
Ocean

1470

Oceania

1

65

South
America

30
Total Membership: 2600
TransCanada: 44

Canadian Church Press Awards
Spiritan recently won two Canadian Church Press Awards of Merit:

First Place — Feature Layout and Design

Honourable Mention

“Mercy at the Centre”
(Spring 2016)

Edition Layout and Design
Winter 2016 issue
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TransCanada
Assembly 2017

Francis Folleh leads Mass
at the Assembly
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TransCanada Spiritans and Lay Associates
gathered at the Assembly

Spiritan Lay Associates

The New Provincial Council
(from left to right):
Joe Kelly, Oliver Iwuchukwu,
Francis Folleh, Paul McAuley
and Carlyle Guiseppi
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Food for Thought
Joshua J. McElwee, National Catholic Reporter, interviewed
Bishop Robert McElroy, San Diego

u While people want to be challenged by Gospel teachings,
they are looking for a church that has a sense of
accepting people where they are and helping them to
come farther … They’re called to do the best they can
in the circumstances in which they find themselves —
which are often very, very challenging in people’s lives.
u What the theology of mercy is saying is … that God is
innately merciful and can do no other than to be
merciful, because that’s at the core of who God is.

u Many times, people in their lives cannot embrace the
fullness of the Gospel at a given moment. They need
to take steps toward it. … How do you have the mercy
which acknowledges that, supports that, and doesn’t
make people feel terrible that they’re not at the fullness
of acceptance — or even halfway toward acceptance —
of this area of the Gospel that they’re finding hard to
live out in their life?

The issue of discernment is one of the greatest
problems we have with priestly formation at the
moment. In formation we are used to formulas,
black and white, but not to the grey of daily life.
And what counts is life, not the formulas …
Discernment means going beyond the grey of life
according to the will of God.
Pope Francis

The church should be going forth
into the world. The church was
born going forth. She was closed
in the upper room and then she
went out. And she must continue
to go out. She shouldn’t go back
to hiding in the Upper Room. Go
on with courage and without fear
of erring. Those who never make
mistakes are those who never do
anything. We have to go forward.
We will get things wrong
sometimes, yes. But there is always
the mercy of God on our side.
Being “church” means that we are
to be God’s leaven in the midst of
humanity: a place of mercy, freely
given, where everyone can feel
welcomed, loved, forgiven and
encouraged to live the gospel.
Pope Francis
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MERCY is the word that summarizes the Gospel.
We could say that it was the face of Christ, the face
he showed when he went out to everyone, when he
healed the sick, when he shared a table with sinners,
and especially when, nailed to the cross he forgave:
there we find the face of divine mercy. And Christ
calls on us to be channels of this love especially
towards the least among us, the poorest who are
privileged in his eyes.
Pope Francis
Being shepherds means walking among and behind
the flock, being able to listen to the silent account
of those who suffer and support the steps of those
who fear they will not make it.
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Whisper
within me
that Word
Archbishop Donald Bolen
Regina

Y

Annunciation Mosaic
at Cathedral of
the Holy Family,
Saskatoon
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ears ago, when working in Rome, I went to Florence
with a list of things to see, including Fra Angelico’s
Annunciation, It didn’t disappoint. You climb a large
flight of stairs, expecting to catch your breath, and instead
you find yourself greeted at the top of the stairwell by a
painting that takes your breath away. The stunning beauty
of the angel Gabriel and his bright wings, arms crossed,
head bowed, his body leaning in expectancy and reverence;
Mary herself knocked breathless by the sight and the message
of the angel, disarmed by what is being asked of her.
Later that day, in an art shop nearby I stumbled upon
prints of the Annunciation by another Florentine artist, one
I had never heard of, Jacopo Pontormo (1494-1557). While I
loved the Fra Angelico Annunciation, Pontormo became the
highlight of the trip, and eventually played a part in the stunning mosaic that Sarah Hall produced for the Queen of Peace
Chapel at the Cathedral of the Holy Family in Saskatoon.
I quickly learned that Pontormo’s fresco of the Annunciation was actually only a short walk away, in the little church
of Santa Felicita. I quickly walked over, and in a church that
many people walk past, just on the right upon entering, there
they were.
In Pontormo’s Annunciation Gabriel is overwhelmed
and wrapped in amazement, in part by Mary, in part by the
magnitude of what is taking place and the message he comes
to bring: that though she is a virgin, she will conceive and
bear a son; that “The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and the
power of the Most High will overshadow you” (Luke 1:35);
that nothing is impossible with God.

Photo by Sarah Hall

Pontormo’s Annunciation in Santa Felicita, Florence

produced Annunciations. It is a rich
theme for artistic portrayal, both for
the dramatic conversation it relates
(Luke 1:26-38), and for the momentous
character of that event from a faith perspective. The Annunciation marks the
beginning of the Incarnation. Gabriel
comes to proclaim God’s desire to become one of us. The Word in whom all
things were created leaps into creation
itself, enters into the human condition.
In the love story between God and humanity, this is the moment the human

race could never have expected, yet had
been yearning for from the beginning.
God has come in search of us, to show
us what it is to be human, to reveal
God’s eternal designs for us, and to
redeem us.
The Incarnation is first revealed
to Mary, and she is not a passive bystander, but is asked to be the bearer
of the Incarnate Word. Missionary
poet John O’Brien, in an unpublished
poem-prayer, opens for us how the
Annunciation allows us to pray:

Mosaic photos by Grant Kernan

Mary, in her simple dignity, is completely present to the moment, perhaps
a little in awe, eyes wide open, serene,
ready to say those words that open the
door to the Incarnation: “let it be done
unto me according to your word.” Both
figures are utterly beautiful, innocent,
caught up in something much larger
than themselves. The figures draw you
with them into the mystery of this
encounter.
During the Middle Ages and Renaissance, nearly all of the great artists

Mary, in her simple dignity,
is completely present to the
moment, ready to say those
words that open the door
to the Incarnation:
“let it be done unto me
according to your word.”

“Joy to the World” chapel glass mosaic, Cathedral of the Holy Family, Saskatoon, SK
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Whisper within me that Word
You secretly lodged in my name
Before the creation of the world;
Whisper within me that Word
You articulated as You knit me
Together in my mother’s womb;
Whisper within me that Word
Which holds all things together;
Whisper within me that Word
Become flesh in this act in this now.

Photos by Wilhelm Peters

From stained glass to mosaic

Artist Sarah Hall working on the mosaic; bottom right: a visit from Archbishop Donald Bolen
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The oldest image of an Annunciation is
a fresco in the catacombs of Priscilla in
Rome, dating to the second half of the
second century A.D. Since that time,
artists have used stained glass, mosaic,
relief, sculpture, oil painting, or other
media to depict the scene. And the
depictions vary greatly, captured in both
Mary’s and Gabriel’s expression and
posture, allowing us to imaginatively
enter into the scene in different ways.
They focus on different moments in
Mary’s reaction to the appearance of
Gabriel and the news, from initial alarm,
to reluctance, to acceptance; or on the
historical momentousness of what is
happening, and the way the divine
comes crashing into the ordinary.
In some, Mary is reading; in others,
sitting in a courtyard, or weaving, or
praying. Her palms may be held out in
humility, or her hands held to her chest
in embrace of the message, or lifted in
prayer. Some depict the impregnation
of Mary through rays of light falling on
her, or as a word being whispered into
her ear, or with the Holy Spirit as a
dove flying speedily towards her. The
relationship between Mary and Gabriel
shifts from one Annunciation to another, as does the background scenery;
as does her joy, confusion or dismay
at the encounter.
When Sarah Hall came to Saskatoon
in 2011 to discuss the stained glass in
the sanctuary as the Cathedral’s structure was nearing completion, we started
to speak also about the idea of an
Annunciation in the Queen of Peace
chapel. The initial design was for a
Prairie Annunciation — Mary and

Gabriel to be depicted in stained glass
on the two panels bookending the back
wall of the chapel
During a visit to Toronto, I met with
Sarah and spoke about seeing Pontormo’s
Annunciation. Now, I had never had
the opportunity to work closely with a
great artist before, and I believe Sarah’s
stained glass work is incredible, the
work of a great master at a time in her
career when masterpieces are flowing
out. But the powerful experience of the
Florence Annunciations made me foolish and bold, and I gave Sarah a copy
of the Pontormo prints, which she
graciously accepted. Not too long afterwards, she presented her idea for the
first time: what about a mosaic rather
than stained glass — a mosaic that
would fill the entire wall; with Gabriel
and Mary inspired by Pontormo’s
Annunciation? I was over the moon.

Gabriel and Mary
embrace the world
Several months later, back in Saskatoon
for the blessing of the new Cathedral
and its glorious windows, Sarah proposed a new development with the
mosaic. She had been to Florence to see
the Pontormo Annunciation in person.
She had been moved by the beauty of
the two figures, but was preoccupied
with the spacing between them. In
Pontormo’s fresco, the figures, a little
larger than life-size, were intentionally
separated by considerable open space.
Then a hundred years later, a large
reliquary monument was placed between Gabriel and Mary. It was to be
lamented, but I had managed to ignore
the monument and buy separate prints
of the Annunciation figures.
Sarah had initially explored the two
figures in the mosaic, coming close to
touching, but she felt that something
was missing. She mentioned that the
reliquary monument had been placed
between them in the church of Santa
Felicita because the artistic tension
between them was difficult to bear —
and leaving open space was risky.
She proposed a different way to
resolve that tension, a much more theologically and aesthetically satisfying

one. When Sarah first showed the
Cathedral’s arts committee a design of
the mosaic with an image of the world
between Gabriel and Mary, we gasped.
From a faith perspective, this conversation between them was indeed all about
the world, and for the world. The world
in some cosmic sense was listening to
this conversation on which so much depended. How could this be, that the eternal Word would enter into the created
order in this way? And would Mary say
yes? The word spoken by Gabriel, and
Mary’s fiat, span the world because
they proclaim redemption for the world.
Sarah’s concept for the mosaic seemed
to proclaim Christian faith’s earthy
message with elegance and eloquence.

up the bottom part of the world, had
place names written on them — well,
four place names and a ticket to the
heart of many a Saskatchewan person:
Paderborn, Holy Land, Toronto, Saskatoon; and Roughriders! In the tradition
of artists who insert some humour into
their work, that little piece of glass has
brought a lot of smiles to those who’ve
been shown it or found it for themselves.

A place that invites
prayer and dreaming
And so it was that years ago I stumbled
upon the most beautiful Annunciation
I had ever seen, in an oft passed-over
little church in Florence; and today,
thanks to Sarah Hall, the most beautiful

When Sarah first showed the Cathedral’s arts
committee a design of the mosaic with an image of the
world between Gabriel and Mary, we gasped.
From a faith perspective, this conversation between
them was indeed all about the world, and for the world.
Work on the mosaic began in Paderborn. A small group from Saskatoon,
including myself, had the opportunity
to visit Wilhelm Peters’ Glasmalarei
studio there, to see something of the
process by which the world was being
made by the placing of a great variety
of pieces of coloured glass, and the
faces and hands of Mary and Gabriel
were gradually taking shape through
many layers of paint.
Then came the great day when the
shipment arrived, in several parts, from
Germany, and the great masterpiece
came to life before us. The result was
amazing. The chapel came into its own
as the windows on either side of the
mosaic where installed, and the Annunciation took its central place. Sarah
showed us how five small pieces of
glass (well concealed, but there to reward the determined viewer) that made

Annunciation I know blesses a chapel
not well known in the prairie city of
Saskatoon. Taking a little time in there,
in the presence of this splendid mosaic,
is spending time in a place that invites
prayer, and invites dreaming:
• prayer which trusts that God
comes to where we are and continues to speak a word to us, a
word that invites a response, the
response of our lives, a response
that says “let it be done unto me
according to your word”
• a dream which is God’s dream for
the world, a world where that word
continues to be made into flesh. n
Donald Bolen was the Bishop of Saskatoon at the
time the Cathedral of the Holy Family was being
built and its windows and mosaic by Sarah Hall
were installed. Reprinted with permission from
A Thousand Colours: Sarah Hall Glass.
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Spiritan Jack Finucane

Saving Lives,
Saving Souls
Dominic MacSorley
CEO, Concern Worldwide
ow do you sum up a life
of such extraordinary
achievement? I think that
the best way to capture
Jack Finucane is by looking through
the lens of some of the greatest humanitarian crises of our time: Biafra,
Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Rwanda. There he
could be found. These are the places he
called home. There his leadership shone.

what was to become modern humanitarian action. At the centre of this
pioneering spirit was Jack Finucane.

H

Bangladesh

Biafra
Jack Finucane’s story with Concern
began in Biafra as part of the Irish
response to the world’s first televised
famine, when the young John and Kay
O’Loughlin Kennedy tapped into the
conscience of a nation and channelled
the generosity of the Irish people into
the strong and assured hands of young
priests such as Jack and his older
brother Aengus who had brought to
their parishes in Nigeria both the grit
and grace of a Limerick upbringing.
For both these brothers, saving souls
and saving lives were indivisible. They
swung into action. Jack was responsible
for coordinating the distribution of food
and medicine that, under the cover of
darkness, was flown in 20 times a night
to a makeshift landing strip.
Donald Byrne, journalist for the
Irish Times recalled: “I had never dealt
with priests like these guys; they were
a different breed.”
It was dangerous and dramatic work
— the stuff that Hollywood movies are
16 | Summer 2017 | Spiritan

Fr. Jack Finucane CSSp

made of, which might be where Jack
got his nickname, “The John Wayne of
the developing world.”
Jack was an unassuming man,
quieter than his elder brother but no
less compassionate or courageous,
no less resourceful.
This was real frontier humanitarianism — no blueprint for how to respond
to a crisis, no previous lessons learnt.
This was uncharted territory. It was
about instinct, compassion and the
courage to engage in complex, humanitarian crises, in Biafra, in Bangladesh
and then Ethiopia. It is this work that
changed the paradigm — bringing the
long tradition of missionary work into

When Jack went as Country Director to
newly independent Bangladesh in 1973,
he recognized that there were massive
skill shortages — often citing that there
were fewer nurses for a local population
of 74 million than in any one hospital
in Ireland. Mobilizing young professionals — nurses, teachers and engineers
from every Irish county, the US, Canada
and the UK — within a year he had
under his management 76 volunteers,
many of them at his funeral today, supporting the rebuilding of the country
and creating what was essentially
Ireland’s version of the Peace Corps.
Really groundbreaking work.
One of the very real challenges 40
years ago was persuading Irish mothers
that it was OK to send their child to a
country on the other side of the world
battered by cyclones and war. Yet the
trust of Irish mothers was extraordinary
— I remember a letter that was sent to
a certain Brigid marked c/o Concern,
Bangkok, Thailand, Republic of China!
It was a different age!
Jack always took care of his volunteers, he understood that responsibility.
He also knew the importance of keeping
people fit, healthy and focused on the
work. Everything was thought through;
it wasn’t about comfort but about creat-

Concern Worldwide

Jack Finucane oversees emergency aid arriving in Biafra, Nigeria, in the late 1960s

ing a highly functioning humanitarian
machine.
His adherence to standards was legendary. We all remember the tour of inspection, that began with the programs
but didn’t end there. In advance of his
visit there was often a major clean-up
of the Concern house and, if it wasn’t
up to scratch, you were in trouble. One
nurse in Bangladesh was instructed by
Jack to paint the house, and so she did
— in bright pink and dark blue; it was
pretty awful! Her excuse of “I’m not
a decorator, Jack, I’m a nurse” didn’t
work and the walls were whitewashed
the next time he returned! When Jack
asked you do something, he wasn’t just
telling you to do it, he was telling you
to do it right.

of call because of his extensive local
knowledge. He was an early advisor to
Bob Geldof on how and where Live Aid
money should be distributed. Yes, he
ensured that a good percentage went to
Concern — he was a businessman after

we ever got a glimpse of such a man.
There will never be another like him.”
Ethiopia was also where Jack took
one of his most controversial stands —
to work with the 650,000 people who
had been forcibly re-settled from the

This was real frontier humanitarianism.
It is this work that changed the paradigm
— bringing the long tradition of missionary
work into what was to become modern
humanitarian action. At the centre of this
pioneering spirit was Jack Finucane.

Ethiopia
It was the 1984 Ethiopian famine where
Jack’s leadership really come to the
fore. By the time the famine received
worldwide attention, he already had
a team of 46 international volunteers
and almost 1,000 Ethiopian staff on the
ground. For many NGOs and the diplomatic community, he was the first port

all. When Bono and Ali visited, he took
them to Wollo, one of the areas worst
affected and which made a lifelong
impression on them both. Ali is here
today. Bono is on tour but he sent a
message: “We are so shocked at Jack’s
passing, yet relieved that he made such
a graceful exit and indeed humbled that

north to the south of the country. No
other organization would get involved.
Jack, however, got into his car, drove
south and spent two weeks in the resettlement villages where he saw people
already dying, and recognized the potential for this to be a massive humanitarian disaster. Concern had to respond.
Spiritan | Summer 2017 | 17

Concern Worldwide

Jack Finucane in Ethiopia, 1989

It was an enormous decision. Jack
was initially isolated by the aid agencies and most of the diplomats, but he
went on a media offensive — something
he didn’t do with ease but did well. He
travelled to Canada and Europe to tell
the world that not engaging with resettlement would only punish the victims. It worked; he got the funding.
Concern’s program was effective in saving many lives. Jack’s response: “I knew
twenty years ago that it was the right
decision; I don’t need an evaluation to
tell me that.”

Rwanda
Jack’s humanity gave him clarity and
confidence in his response to re-settlement. He was fundamentally offended
by injustice.
I saw this first-hand in Rwanda after
the genocide. I was Country Director
and Jack was my boss in one of the
largest relief operations mounted by
Concern at the time. Jack would be
on the phone every day: “What do
you need?” “What more can we do?”
18 | Summer 2017 | Spiritan

I remember at one point saying “Jack,
we are already at full throttle here. We
can’t do anymore.” There was simply
silence on the other end of the phone.
I never used that line again.
We were struggling with a decision
about whether or not we should work
in the prisons, which at that time were
bursting to capacity with those accused
of committing genocide. When Jack and
I visited the notorious Kigali prison, he
insisted on going into the underground
dungeon, or cave as it was known,
where thousands of men were crushed
into a tiny space. The conditions were
horrific.
Jack didn’t say much, but his own
experience of being in a Nigerian prison
must have been very much on his mind.
The next morning I found his note pad
on the table beside an empty whiskey
glass. Written in his distinctive handwriting was a letter to the Irish Times
that opened with the following line,
“In my 30 years of working in Africa,
I have never been so ashamed of man’s
inhumanity to man.” There was a sec-

ond note to me, “Dominic, start the
work in the prisons immediately. I’ll be
back to see progress in a few weeks.”

Retirement
Jack formally retired in 2002, but he
never stopped working for Concern. In
2004, without hesitation, he abandoned
all plans for the summer and flew to
Sudan to lead Concern’s response to the
Darfur crisis. He later went on to oversee our operations in tsunami-affected
Sri Lanka. Up to the end he remained
passionate and engaged in everything
to do with Concern.
Only 4 weeks ago he was on
Inishturk island, off the west coast of
Ireland, with 70 former Concern volunteers. At the dinner that night he asked
me to say a few words: in fact he told
me what to say and to keep it short.
He then instructed me to go around
each table and talk to everyone. As I
sat down he said, “That’s probably the
first good day’s work you did in a
long time!” He never stopped directing
operations!

Memories
We will all have our own fond memories and stories of Jack:
• The golf clubs that travelled many
miles with him;
• The rich voice that, if he had
chosen, could have given him a
life-time job on radio;
• His pride at being given the
Freedom of the City of Limerick.
His stature and presence were evident to all: in every local government
office he would go in with a big handshake. I think everyone thought he was
a visiting Head of State or an international diplomat. At every checkpoint
or border crossing, we would all get
stopped. He just got waived through.
When he broke his leg taking Mary
Robinson, former President of Ireland,
around a refugee camp and ended up
recovering in Nairobi, away from the
Dublin office and closer to the action,
we all knew that the cast stayed on that
leg a lot longer than it needed to!
Not just a man of substance — but of
style. Style with purpose. “Style doesn’t
have to cost money,” he would say. He
always insisted that, as guests in another country, dressing smartly showed
due respect.
And, boy, did he have style, even in
the roughest spots! I remember one time
that we had to sleep outside in an abandoned village on the Chadian border.
As we unrolled the sleeping bags, Jack
appeared in his blue silk pyjamas — cost
him only $15 in a market in Bangladesh
— with a towel over his arm asking,
“Where do we shower?” “It’s a bucket,”
I said. Unfazed he responded, “Well,
that’s perfectly fine — for now.”

I remember at one point saying
“Jack, we are already at full throttle here.
We can’t do anymore.” There was simply
silence on the other end of the phone.
I never used that line again.
helped carve out the path of professional humanitarian response that we
all follow today. What he achieved may
never be fully quantified, but it saved
and improved the lives of millions of
people — bringing compassion to chaos
and humanity to the most inhuman

situations. In doing so he shaped us all.
Our responsibility is to ensure that his
legacy lives on.
On a personal level, he walked with
me through the toughest assignments.
He was a mentor, a friend and an inspiration. I will miss him hugely. n

Nation’s Hero
They say the character of a nation is
closely defined by the heroes it chooses.
In Ireland we have created a special
place for writers, sports stars and politicians, but surely the humanitarian
giants such as Jack and Aengus, whose
impact extends far beyond these shores,
deserve to sit right at the top of that
table?
Justice, humanity and action defined
Jack Finucane, this giant of a man, who

Jack and Aengus Finucane
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Longtime Spiritan friend and supporter James Malcolm

A Father’s
Profound Impact
Kevin Malcolm
ames Adamson Malcolm was
born in Gourock, Scotland,
the third of four children. His
father died when he was 4 and his
mother passed when he was 12.
However, born with a keen intellect
and a stubborn Scottish work ethic,
he toiled tirelessly at multiple jobs
to put himself through school.
He was incredibly persevering
and resilient — skills he developed
through these early challenges in
life. A Labour Government in
Britain had devised access to Higher
Education based on intellect and
hard work. Dad gained access to
the University of Glasgow where
he graduated with a Masters of Arts
in Classical Greek and Latin along
with a teaching degree. For a poor,
Catholic young man, orphaned at
the age of 12, to receive such an
outstanding education was an
amazing testament to Dad’s fortitude and sharp mind.
One of the things Dad valued so
much for my brothers and me, and our
children, was education. He had a deep
respect for knowledge and learning
borne out of his own persistence in
overcoming life’s early challenges.
Then, round about this time, another
important monumental thing happened
in Jim Malcolm’s life. He met Mom.
Here is the way Dad used to tell the
story: Mom was at Mass one Sunday
morning in Scotland sitting beside my
godmother and lifetime family friend,
Patricia O’Connor. Mom turned to
Patricia and said, “Oh my! Who is that
handsome, distinguished, debonair
looking man over there! Do you know
him?” Aunt Patricia responded, “No —

devotion and love for us growing
up, selfless in their care for each
of us, above their own comfort and
wants: “Love is patient, Love is
kind, Love is never boastful …”

J
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Royal Air Force

but I know the short, dumpy wee guy
beside him!”
Dad was well known for his apocryphal stories and we are pretty sure
this is one of them. But he was also
known for his sharp, keen, never
hurtful sense of humour, always selfdeprecating and never at the expense
of another’s feelings.
Mom and Dad were inseparable for
the next 54 years. Mom described Dad
as her “Anam Cara,” two Gaelic words
that translate roughly as “soul friend.”
Not long after they met, Dad told Mom,
“The first time I saw your face, I knew
I loved you.” These too were the last
words he said to her before he closed
his eyes and slipped away.
Both Mom and Dad were models of

Dad was also adventurous. He
served in the Royal Air Force for six
months in Baghdad. The Air Force
quickly recognized his sharp mind
and intellect and his proficiency for
language acquisition. They sent him
on a course to learn Russian as an
interpreter and then to Moscow to
further hone this language in which
he quickly became fluent.
That’s right, you heard correctly.
I said Russian. Dad’s job was to fly
in British fighter jets just in and out
of Russian air space in order to intercept Russian radio transmissions
and translate them for the British.
To my brothers and I growing up,
this made Dad on par with James Bond
007 and added to our hero worship. It
also added greatly to our repertoire at
school when we played the game “Oh
yeah? Well my Daddy flew in fighter
jets and he was a Russian Interpreter.”
It was pretty cool when you were 8;
it’s still pretty cool when you are 48!
Fluent in Russian, in ancient Greek
and Latin too — conversational ability
in French, Spanish and … Scottish.
(The jury is still out on English).
Not bad for a wee lad from Gourock.

From Scotland to Toronto
When his military service ended, Dad
returned home and began teaching
English and Latin at St. Columba’s
High School in Greenock.

And the family began to arrive —
Brendan first in 1964.
Mom and Dad arrived in Toronto in
1966 and Dad took a job teaching English at Neil McNeil High School — thus
beginning a lifelong friendship with the
Holy Ghost Fathers, or the Spiritans as
they are now known.
Then he applied for and got hired as
a Vice Principal at St. John’s Kingston
Road in 1968 with the Metropolitan
Separate School Board.
Much to the world’s dismay, I arrived
in 1969 followed by Adrian in 1973.
Three boys and the family was complete.
I speak on behalf of my brothers
when I publicly state that we won the
lottery in the parent department. We
could not have had more loving, caring,
devoted people guiding our lives. And I
speak for all three sons when I publicly
thank them for all they have done for
us over the years. We love you both and
always will.
Dad served as Principal at Annunciation, Precious Blood and Our Lady of
Fatima schools. After Fatima he was
promoted to Assistant Superintendent
of Personnel, now called the Human
Resources Department (we know that
only the best and brightest get to work
in HR in our Board!).
One of his primary areas of responsibility was travelling across the country
hiring teachers for the MSSB. He was
a passionate and fervent defender of
Catholic Education, not by shouting the
loudest, but by his quiet, humble actions on a day-to-day basis. He retired
in 1991.

“Are you Jim Malcolm’s son?”
For years, my brothers and I would run
into people and upon hearing the family name the first response was always,
“Are you Jim Malcolm’s son?” Then the
stories would begin. You see, Dad was,
at heart, a very kind, honest, empathetic
and loving person. And he touched
many, many lives with his beautiful
nature.
During our lives we have heard
things like “I was new to Canada and
7 years old. I was scared at my new
school and Mr. Malcolm, my Principal,

said that everything was going to be
OK. And that he had come to Canada
as an immigrant himself, and then he
smiled and took me to class and he was
so nice. And I’m now 46 years old and
I have never forgotten how kind he was
to me.” Or “Your dad started me on
my teaching journey when he visited
us at the University in Newfoundland.”
Or “He was the most intelligent man I
ever met. He inspired me to become a
teacher.” Or “When my family fell on
hard times, he helped me through the
St. Vincent de Paul Society until I got
on my feet again. And he never judged
me. I never forgot his compassion.”
This has gone on and on throughout
all of our lives. All of us still aspire
daily to be just like him.

Embodiment of
servant leadership
It would take me a good eight hours to
fully tell you what an amazing human
being our father was and is. But if I
did that, then the sandwiches in there
wouldn’t keep and Jim would never
want to see anything go to waste.
So what else was Dad? Here goes
with the Reader’s Digest version:
Dad was kind, compassionate, an
awesome academic, knowledgeable on
multiple topics, empathetic, the best
listener I have ever known, an incredible husband, father, grandfather and
teacher. He was spiritual, an ardent and
faithful parishioner here at St. Joseph’s,
charitable, hilariously funny and
authentic.

I think “humble” bests sums it all up.
Dad never boasted about himself or
his fantastic accomplishments. He let
his actions speak for themselves.
The grandchildren appear
The family grew and Helen, Lisa and
Meagan arrived.
Then the grandchildren began to
appear: James was first, followed by
Andrew, Stuart, David, Nicholas,
and Colin.
Any of the educators in the church
notice a pattern here?
And then — along came Sarah! God
help the first guy who asks her out on
a date. He will have to run the gauntlet
of one older brother and five older male
cousins.
Dad doted on each and every one of
his grandkids. He loved them, spoiled
them, played with them, spun amazing
fantasy adventures with them involving
castles, knights, princesses, dragons and
Jimmy the Weasel — a loveable villain
created purely out of his imagination —
always with a happy ending, the protagonist triumphant in the end. He loved
his grandkids fiercely and they in turn
worshipped him.

But I think “humble” bests sums it all
up. Dad never boasted about himself or
his fantastic accomplishments. He let
his actions speak for themselves. He
was the embodiment of servant leadership and he never let his ego get in the
way of doing the right thing. He was
our hero, our best friend, our role model
and our inspiration.
And we, as a family, are deeply
grateful. We are grateful that he was
our husband, our father and our
grandpa. We are grateful he touched
so many people’s lives. We are grateful
he knew and loved our children and
we are grateful that he did not suffer
in the end.
Dad never stopped loving Mom, his
sons, his grandchildren, his daughtersin-law, his sisters and extended family,
his friends.
Dad, we love you and we always
will. Sleep peacefully in the arms of the
angels. You have well deserved it. Until
we meet again. n
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Connecting with People in Nicaragua
Ashley Rerrie

I

Ashley translating for Yamileth (right) during a visit with a school group
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moved to Nicaragua a month after I
finished my Master’s degree. It took
me some time to learn how to adjust
to a 9-5 job (although not a conventional 9-5) and to not be such an academic. It’s been a huge learning curve
and has taught me what a lot of the
theories I learned in grad school look
like in practice.
One of the people who has taught
me a lot about development, community organizing, and empowerment is
Yamileth Perez. Yamileth lives in a marginalized and historically stigmatized
neighbourhood in Managua, and has
been volunteering and organizing there
since she was 11 years old.
Even though she didn’t have the
chance to finish school and spent years
working in the local dump looking for
scrap materials to recycle and sell to
support her family, Yamileth went on
to teach adult education classes for
five years. Adults who hadn’t finished
school as children because they had to
work came to her house from 6-8 p.m.
and studied to graduate high school.
Yamileth’s neighbourhood was also
infamously violent. She met with gang
members and community members to
find ways to mitigate the violence —
not by assigning blame, but by listening. She asked youth what they needed
from the community and their answer
was recreation. Without education, jobs,
or opportunity, youth in her community
wanted to find ways to have fun. So
Yamileth started a soccer league in the
community, offering her organizational
skills in exchange for soccer lessons.
Her soccer team was highly successful
and she still has the trophies in her
living room.

Yamileth also runs a fair trade organization called Esperanza en Acción,
which works directly with artisans all
over Nicaragua, and she continues to
organize in her community. Her house
is a community health centre, where
people can come and get tested for
malaria, dengue, and zika, take their
blood pressure, and access a nebulizer.
All of these services are offered for free.

Nicaraguan resilience
Yamileth always talks to students about
how her neighbourhood isn’t poor,
but rather impoverished; impoverished
by global systems of capitalism, consumerism, and affected by imperialism.
She reminds me that poverty is created
and maintained by those in power. But
she also reminds me of the resilience of
Nicaraguans, and how sometimes, even
the act of surviving and thriving in
spite of systems that oppress you is an
act of resistance. Yamileth constantly
reminds me that empowerment happens
not in acts of charity and giving people
things (houses, clothes, food), but in
creating meaningful employment and
finding dignified ways for people to
provide for themselves.
Once, when giving a talk to visiting
Canadian students, Yamileth said:
“Something I want you all to
know is that Nicaraguans are
magic. My people are magic.
We have to be, to survive here.
A Nicaraguan woman can make
one bar of soap stretch to wash
clothes, wash dishes, bathe children, and wash hair. We’re resilient. If that’s not magic, I don’t
know what is.”
I think about this often. I am living
among people who make magic happen
every single day.

Sharing deep connections
The first time I came here in 2012, I was
taught about the concept of being with
people and witnessing their struggles.
I carry this idea with me. Sometimes
bearing witness is hard. Sometimes it
feels heavy — particularly when I’m
working with communities every day

Ashley (centre) with Eloisa and Lola, the president and treasurer of the Santa Julia women’s cooperative

and I’m still left feeling hopeless when
there’s a lack of water, food, or access
to adequate resources. Sometimes it
feels like no matter how hard I work,
it’s not enough. I work to process these
feelings. What does it mean to hold
other people’s trauma, to see the
violence they live with, and not lean
away?
I try to remind myself that it’s not
always about what I’m doing. Sometimes being there to listen and to hear
people’s stories and struggles is validating. Listening, showing up, and being

present … really being human with
people. Connection is what people
are looking for. And I’ve been given
amazing opportunities to do just that.
From learning to make tortillas to
getting my truck stuck in the middle
of a river at 2:00 a.m., to throwing
surprise parties for friends or sitting
in a front porch and chatting, I’ve
had the privilege of meeting incredible
people and sharing deep connections
with people. That has been, and will
continue to be, the best part about
being here. n
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Mountain climbers
have a lovely song,
which I like to repeat
to young people.
As they go up the
mountain they sing,
“In the art of climbing
upwards, the triumph
is not in not falling,
but rather in not
staying down on the
ground.” Who is the
only one who can take
you by the hand so
that you are not left
lying on the ground?

Jesus Christ.
He sometimes sends
a brother or sister to
speak to you or help
you. Don’t hide your
hand when you have
fallen, do not say to
him, “Don’t look at me,
I am covered in mud.
Don’t look at me, I am
without hope.” You
have only to let him
grab your hand and
you are his, and then
that richness which is
inside you, covered in
mud, and which you
have given up on, will
begin, through hope, to
bear fruit. But always
hold on to Jesus’ hand.
— Pope Francis

